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In Brief
DNA interstrand crosslinks (ICLs) are
extremely cytotoxic lesions that are
mainly repaired in a replication-coupled
manner. Using a cell-free system,
Amunugama et al. report that, during ICL
repair, replication forks undergo reversal.
Fork reversal requires replicative CMG
helicase unloading.
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SUMMARY

DNA interstrand crosslinks (ICLs) are extremely cytotoxic, but the mechanism of their repair remains
incompletely understood. Using Xenopus egg extracts, we previously showed that repair of a cisplatin
ICL is triggered when two replication forks converge
on the lesion. After CDC45/MCM2-7/GINS (CMG)
ubiquitylation and unloading by the p97 segregase,
FANCI-FANCD2 promotes DNA incisions by XPFERCC1, leading to ICL unhooking. Here, we report
that, during this cell-free ICL repair reaction, one of
the two converged forks undergoes reversal. Fork
reversal fails when CMG unloading is inhibited, but
it does not require FANCI-FANCD2. After one fork
has undergone reversal, the opposing fork that still
abuts the ICL undergoes incisions. Our data show
that replication fork reversal at an ICL requires replisome disassembly. We present a revised model of
ICL repair that involves a reversed fork intermediate.
INTRODUCTION
DNA interstrand crosslinks (ICLs) impede DNA replication and
transcription and are therefore extremely cytotoxic. In vertebrates, ICLs repair is coupled to replication and involves structure-specific endonucleases, translesion DNA polymerases,
recombinases, and DNA helicases. Many of these proteins are
mutated in Fanconi anemia (FA), a rare genetic disorder characterized by bone marrow failure, cancer predisposition, and
hypersensitivity to ICLs (Clauson et al., 2013; D’Andrea, 2010;
Deans and West, 2011; Kottemann and Smogorzewska, 2013).
Although the FA pathway repairs ICLs induced by chemotherapeutic agents like cisplatin, the Fanconi anemia complementation group (FANC) proteins most likely evolved to counteract
endogenous reactive aldehydes (Garaycoechea et al., 2012;
Langevin et al., 2011; Rosado et al., 2011).
Using Xenopus egg extracts, we previously described a mechanism by which the FA pathway promotes cisplatin ICL repair in

S phase (Figure 1A; Räschle et al., 2008). Repair is triggered
when two DNA replication forks converge at the ICL, generating
an ‘‘X-shaped’’ structure (Zhang et al., 2015). The leading
strands of converging forks initially stall 20–40 nt from the
ICL due to the footprint of the CDC45/MCM2-7/GINS (CMG)
helicase, which encircles and translocates along the leading
strand template (Fu et al., 2011). The stalled CMGs then undergo
ubiquitylation on their MCM7 subunits, and the p97 segregase
removes the ubiquitylated CMG from chromatin, allowing
approach of the leading strand to within 1 nt of the ICL (‘‘1’’ position; Fullbright et al., 2016; Long et al., 2014; Semlow et al.,
2016). Concurrently, the FA core complex promotes ubiquitylation of FANCI-FANCD2, which binds near the lesion and recruits
XPF(FANCQ)-ERCC1- and SLX4 (FANCP) (Klein Douwel et al.,
2014; Knipscheer et al., 2009; Yamamoto et al., 2011). Unhooking allows a complex of the translesion DNA synthesis (TLS)
polymerases REV1 and Pol z to mediate lesion bypass (Budzowska et al., 2015). Finally, the double-stranded break (DSB) generated by incisions is repaired by homologous recombination (HR)
(Long et al., 2011).
The mechanism of ICL unhooking is unclear. On model fork
substrates, XPF cuts the leading strand template within the
duplex portion of the fork, 6 nt from the ICL (Abdullah et al.,
2017; Figure S1A). This incised structure can be further processed by SNM1A, which digests past the ICL in the 50 to 30 direction, leading to ICL unhooking and formation of a one-ended
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) break (Figure S1A). This model is
consistent with the epistatic relationship between XPF and
SNM1A in ICL repair (Wang et al., 2011). In contrast, FAN1, which
has a related activity to that of SNM1A (Wang et al., 2014), does
not appear to operate in the FA pathway (Yoshikiyo et al., 2010;
Zhou et al., 2012), and its depletion from egg extracts has no
effect on unhooking (Klein Douwel et al., 2014). Importantly,
the action of XPF-ERCC1 toward a converged fork intermediate
is unlikely to be productive (Figure S1B). In summary, although
strong evidence implicates XPF-ERCC1 and SNM1A in replication-dependent ICL unhooking, the structure they act on remains
unclear.
Replication fork reversal, the reannealing of parental strands
to create a four-way DNA structure (Holliday junction), was first
postulated to occur in response to replication stress (Fujiwara
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Figure 1. Replication Fork Reversal Observed during ICL Repair
(A) Current model of cell-free cisplatin ICL repair. See text for details.
(B) pICL was incubated in high-speed supernatant (HSS) of egg cytoplasm to license DNA and then supplemented with nucleoplasmic extract (NPE) to promote
replication initiation (Walter et al., 1998; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). 60 min after NPE addition, DNA was analyzed by EM, and representative
images of late theta, figure 8, and reversed-fork intermediates, together with interpretive cartoons, are shown. Black arrowhead, reversed fork; red arrowhead,
ssDNA on the lagging strand of the non-reversed fork.
(C) Quantification of late theta, figure 8, and reversed-fork intermediates. At the indicated times after NPE addition, samples were analyzed by EM as in (B). At least
100 interpretable molecules were analyzed for the quantification of repair intermediates at each time point. Error bars indicate the range in two independent
experiments. A similar time-dependent decrease in figure 8 structures and increase in reversed forks was observed in Figures 2C and 2E.
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Figure 2. Fork Convergence and CMG Unloading Are Required for Fork Reversal during ICL Repair
(A) Model depicting replication fork convergence, CMG unloading, and fork reversal in an unperturbed reaction (left), in the presence of lacR (middle), and in the
presence of NMS 873 (‘‘p97i’’; right).
(B) EM image of late theta structures (black arrows) in a LacR-treated reaction (i) or in a mock (buffer)-treated reaction (ii) at 90 min.

(legend continued on next page)
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and Tatsumi, 1976; Higgins et al., 1976). In bacterial and phage
systems, partial replisome disassembly is a prerequisite for fork
reversal (Manosas et al., 2012; Seigneur et al., 1998). Fork
reversal has been observed in mammalian cells after exposure
to a wide range of genotoxic agents (Neelsen and Lopes,
2015; Ray Chaudhuri et al., 2012; Zellweger et al., 2015). When
forks stall in the absence of BRCA1 or BRCA2, fork reversal
leads to the destruction of nascent strands (Kolinjivadi et al.,
2017; Lemaçon et al., 2017; Mijic et al., 2017; Taglialatela
et al., 2017). Based on these results, it has been proposed that
fork reversal stabilizes and/or restarts stalled replication forks
in wild-type cells, whereas it can cause fork degradation in cells
lacking protective mechanisms (Neelsen and Lopes, 2015).
However, the specific function of fork reversal in the damage
response remains speculative, especially in eukaryotic cells.
Here, we show that ICL repair in Xenopus egg extracts is
accompanied by fork reversal and that reversal requires unloading of the CMG helicase. We present a model of ICL repair in
which fork reversal generates the substrate for ICL unhooking.
RESULTS
Replication Forks Undergo Reversal during ICL Repair in
Xenopus Egg Extracts
To examine whether forks undergo reversal during ICL repair, we
used egg extracts to replicate a plasmid containing a cisplatin
ICL (pICL) (typically contaminated with 7% undamaged
plasmid; Knipscheer et al., 2009). Repair intermediates were
cross-linked with psoralen and UV light to prevent branch
migration (Neelsen et al., 2014), extracted, treated with E. coli
single-strand binding protein (SSB) to decorate single-stranded
regions, and examined by electron microscopy (EM). We grouped the observed DNA species into four categories (Figures S1C–
S1E): (1) molecules that have not yet undergone incision (‘‘preincision’’ intermediates), which include molecules where the
replication forks have not reached the ICL (‘‘late theta’’), molecules where forks have converged on the ICL (‘‘figure 8’’), and
a novel reversed fork intermediate (see below); (2) molecules
that have undergone incisions (sigma and linear); (3) monomeric
circular molecules that represent the 7% of undamaged plasmids, or pICL plasmids that completed repair; and (4) uninterpretable structures containing multiple plasmids. 20 min after
starting the reaction, pre-incision intermediates comprised primarily figure 8 and late theta structures (Figures 1B and 1C).
However, later in the reaction, plasmids containing reversed
forks (Figure 1B, black arrowhead) eventually became the dominant species (Figure 1C). At 45 min, reversed forks comprised
40% of all DNA on the grid (Figure S1D). Excluding circular mol-

ecules (most of which represent undamaged plasmids at this
early time point; Räschle et al., 2008; Knipscheer et al., 2009)
and sigma structures (which represent broken or incised figure
8 molecules), 58% of pICL replication intermediates underwent
reversal (Figure S1E). We conclude that replication fork reversal
is a high-frequency event during pICL repair.
More detailed examination of reversed forks revealed that,
in 94% of cases, only one of the two forks underwent reversal
(Figure 1B; data not shown), and these were usually fully coated
with SSB (Figure 1B; see below). Given that both forks initially
converged on the ICL, we infer that, after reversal of one fork,
the ICL resides next to the un-reversed fork (Figure 1B, bottom
cartoon). Because the nascent lagging strand undergoes active
resection (Räschle et al., 2008), the reversed single-stranded
DNA (ssDNA) represents nascent leading strands. In 77% of
the plasmids containing reversed forks, some SSB also bound
to the non-reversed fork (e.g., Figure 1B, red arrowhead), probably due to ssDNA on the lagging strand template. To quantify
fork reversal, we determined the length of the reannealed
parental duplex (Figure S1F), which can be unambiguously
measured, unlike the reversed leading strand that is compacted
by SSB (Chrysogelos and Griffith, 1982). By 60 min, the median
reversal reached 1.5 kb (Figure S1F). Re-examination of our
previous EM images of ICL repair (Räschle et al., 2008) also revealed indirect evidence of reversed forks (see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures). Collectively, our data show that
cell-free cisplatin ICL repair is accompanied by efficient reversal
of one of the two forks that converge on the lesion.
CMG Unloading Is Required for Fork Reversal and DNA
Incisions
We previously showed that fork convergence is essential for the
first known step of ICL repair, CMG unloading (Zhang et al.,
2015). To determine whether fork convergence is required for
fork reversal, we prevented arrival of one fork at the ICL with a
1.5-kb array of 48 Lac repressors (LacR) (Figure 2A, middle
arrow; Zhang et al., 2015). In this setting, nearly 100% of the
plasmids appeared as late theta structures of the expected dimensions, and they lacked any evidence of fork reversal (Figures
2Bi, 2C, and S2A). In the absence of LacR (Figures 2Bii and 2C),
reversal occurred as usual. To examine the role of CMG unloading more directly, we added NMS873 (‘‘p97i’’), an allosteric inhibitor of p97 that allows fork convergence but prevents CMG
unloading (Figures 2A, right arrow, and S2A; Semlow et al.,
2016; Fullbright et al., 2016). In the presence of p97i, 90% of
replicated pICL molecules appeared as catenated dimers, which
were difficult to interpret (Figures 2Dii and 2E). We therefore digested the DNA with HincII (Figure 2A) to remove catenanes

(C) At the indicated times, late theta, figure 8, and reversed-fork structures from the experiment shown in (B) were quantified and graphed. Error bars indicate the
range in two independent experiments.
(D) EM images of reversed fork structures or catenated structures in the presence of mock- (i and iii) or p97i-treated (ii and iv) conditions, respectively, before and
after HincII digestion. See text for details.
(E) Quantification of late theta, catenated molecules, figure 8s, and reversed forks by EM in a mock (DMSO)-treated or p97i-treated reaction. Error bars indicate
the range in two independent experiments.
(F) pICL incision assay in a mock-treated (buffer) or p97i-treated reaction. pICL and an undamaged, internal control plasmid (pQnt) were nick translated with
[a-32P] dATP before addition to extracts to induce replication and repair. Repair intermediates were recovered from extract and digested with HincII, separated by
denaturing agarose gel electrophoresis, and visualized by autoradiography. Incisions result in loss of the large parental X-shaped structure (red strands in
schematic; quantified in graph) and accumulation of a linear species. A similar result was seen in a second, independent experiment.
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and performed EM. In the absence of p97i, 80% of molecules
contained two forks with a reversed tail (Figure 2Diii). In the presence of p97i, we observed simple X-shaped structures lacking
reversed forks (Figure 2Div). We conclude that fork reversal during cell-free ICL repair requires CMG unloading.
To directly test whether CMG unloading and fork reversal is
required for incisions, we examined the effect of p97i on incisions. As shown previously (Knipscheer et al., 2009), the majority
of pICL molecules normally underwent incisions, as measured
by loss of the parental X-shaped structure generated after cutting by HincII (Figure 2F; average of 73% in two experiments).
In contrast, in the presence of p97i, no significant incision was
observed (Figure 2F). Collectively, these data show that CMG
unloading is required for fork reversal and ICL unhooking.
Detection of Fork Reversal by Gel Electrophoresis
We next asked whether reversed forks can be detected via gel
electrophoresis, as previously reported in bacteria (Fierro-Fernández et al., 2007). As shown in Figure 3A, fork convergence
generated a discrete, ‘‘slow figure 8’’ intermediate (Figure 3A,
red arrowhead; Räschle et al., 2008). Its slow mobility on gels after
protein extraction is likely caused by the reannealing of ssDNA that
was protected by CMG in the extract and subsequent catenation
of the linked sisters (Figures S2Bi, S2Bii, and S2C). Next, a ‘‘fast
figure 8’’ species appeared, which results from CMG unloading
in the extract (Figures 3A, blue arrowhead, S2B, and S2C). The
fast figure 8 structure subsequently underwent progressive retardation, generating species of intermediate mobility (Figure 3A,
green arrowhead). Based on a diagnostic digest with the Holiday
junction resolvase RuvC (Figures S2D and S2E) and EM of DNA
extracted from agarose gels (Figures S2F and S2G), the intermediate mobility species corresponds to reversed forks. Quantification of these reversed forks at 45 min (Figure 3B, lane 3, green bar)
shows that they comprise 33% ± 1.2% (SEM; n = 5) of total replicated DNA and 57% ± 0.8% (SEM; n = 5) of pre-incision intermediates, in reasonable agreement with our EM results (Figures S1D
and S1E). We conclude that reversed forks are readily detected via
gel electrophoresis, even without cross-linking.
Approach Is Not Required for Fork Reversal
To address whether leading strand approach is required for fork
reversal, we allowed forks to converge on the ICL and then
added cytosine arabinoside triphosphate (araCTP), which terminates growing strands wherever cytosine is incorporated (Figure S2H, compare lane 6 with 13–18). AraCTP did not prevent
the formation of fast figure 8 molecules, consistent with normal
CMG unloading, or the accumulation of reversed fork structures
(Figure 3B, lanes 11–14, green arrowhead). Interestingly, araCTP
blocked generation of the well products, suggesting that the formation of stable joint molecules requires DNA synthesis. These
conclusions were confirmed using EM (data not shown). Unlike
araCTP, aphidicolin inhibited CMG unloading, as indicated by
the persistence of the slow figure 8 (Figure 3B, lanes 15–21; its
gradual decay is due to resection of nascent strands) and chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) (Long et al., 2014). The greater
effect of aphidicolin versus araCTP on CMG unloading may
reflect aphidicolin’s greater inhibition of the leading strand polymerase (Figure S2H), whose activity might help evict CMG from

the stalled forks (Long et al., 2014). Altogether, our data indicate
that replication fork reversal does not require approach of leading strands to the ICL, indicating that the removal of CMG per se
is essential for reversal.
Efficient Resection of the Nascent Lagging Strand
Requires CMG Unloading
When forks converge on an ICL, the nascent lagging strand is
resected (Räschle et al., 2008). To address how resection is
affected by the inhibition of fork reversal, we blocked fork
reversal with LacR (Figure 3C) or p97i (Figure 3D). We cut pICL
repair intermediates 1.1 kb to the left of the ICL with BsaI to visualize nascent leading (Figure 3E, red arrow) and lagging strands
(Figure 3E, orange bracket). Compared to the control, inhibition
of fork convergence or CMG unloading, both of which prevent
reversal, led to a dramatic stabilization of lagging strands (Figure 3E). These results suggest that efficient resection of nascent
lagging strands is impaired when fork reversal is inhibited due to
defective CMG unloading.
The Non-reversed Fork Abutting the ICL Is Subject to
DNA Incisions
We envisioned three possibilities how fork reversal interfaces
with ICL repair. First, after lagging strand resection, the reversed
leading strand invades near the ICL, re-generating a figure 8
structure with a D-loop at the crosslink (Seigneur et al., 1998),
followed by incisions (Figure 4A, i and ii). Second, the reversed
fork is restored and incisions occur on a simple figure 8 structure
(Figure 4A, iii and iv). Third, the fork is not restored before incisions (Figure 4A, v). The first two scenarios predict that, if incisions are prevented, reversed forks should no longer be visible
(Figure 4A, i and iii). In contrast, we found that depletion of
FANCD2, which is required for incisions, led to accumulation of
reversed forks (Figures S3A and S3B, green arrowhead). In addition, we saw no evidence of the D-loop structures that would be
predicted if the regressed tail reinvaded the plasmid near the ICL
(Figure 4A, i; data not shown). The third scenario predicts that,
after unhooking, a ‘‘sigma’’ structure with a four-way junction
containing the reversed arm will form (Figure 4A, v, gray box).
76% of observed sigma structures contained the expected
structure (Figure 4B, black arrowheads). These data suggest
that the non-reversed fork abutting the ICL is incised.
In FANCD2-depleted extracts, we detected a large population
of sigma structures (Figure S3C, brown arrowheads), which were
also readily observed via agarose gel electrophoresis (Figure S3B). This indicates that, in the absence of FANCI-FANCD2,
a significant fraction of reversed forks undergo either incision or
breakage. Notably, only 15% of such molecules contained a
single-stranded tail at the four-way junction (Figure S3C; data
not shown). These data suggest that, in the absence of FANCIFANCD2, figure 8 structures undergo de-regulated breakage
(Figure 4A, vii), consistent with a replication fork protection function of FANCD2 (Lossaint et al., 2013; Schlacher et al., 2012).
We previously showed that the nascent leading strand is
extended past the unhooked ICL during TLS (Räschle et al.,
2008). Such a mechanism implies that the reversed leading
strand is reannealed to the parental strand before TLS (‘‘restoration’’), a process that would release the incised sister chromatid
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Figure 3. Efficient Resection of the Nascent Lagging Strand Is Impaired when CMG Unloading Is Blocked
(A) pICL plasmid was replicated in NPE containing [a-32P] dATP, and repair intermediates were separated on a native agarose gel and visualized by autoradiography. OC, open circular; SC, supercoiled.
(B) pICL was replicated in extract with [a-32P]dATP. 15 min after initiation of replication, extract was supplemented with cytosine arabinoside triphosphate (araCTP)
(2 mM) or aphidicolin (50 mM). Replication intermediates were separated on a native agarose gel after deproteinization and visualized by autoradiography. Red
arrowhead, slow figure 8; Blue arrowhead, fast figure 8; green arrowhead, reversed forks. To determine the absolute fraction of reversed forks, the radioactivity
adjacent to the green bar in lane 3 was divided by the total radioactivity in the lane. To determine the fraction of pre-incision intermediates comprising reversed
forks, the radioactivity in the green bar was divided by the radioactivity adjacent to the pink bar. The gel is representative of three independent experiments.
(C) Model depicting the rightward stalled fork in the presence of LacR, together with the BsaI site and primer used to generate the sequencing ladder.
(D) Same as (C) but in the presence of p97i.
(E) pICLLacO was replicated with [32P-a]dATP in the presence of LacR or p97i, and nascent strand products were analyzed by denaturing PAGE after digestion with
BsaI. Red arrow, stalled leading strand; orange line, lagging strands of the rightward fork. The sequencing ladder was generated with primer R (C) and (D). Similar
results were obtained in a second, independent experiment.
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Figure 4. The Non-reversed Fork Abutting the ICL Is Subject to DNA Incisions
(A) Model depicting three possible pathways of incision, after one fork has undergone reversal, and one pathway for breakage. The sigma structure expected if the
non-reversed fork on the reversed intermediate undergoes incisions is highlighted in gray. See text for other details.
(B) EM image of pICL repair intermediates at 90 min in a mock-treated condition. Black arrowheads, sigma structures containing a reversed fork; red arrowheads,
linear species. Similar results were seen in two other independent experiments.

(legend continued on next page)
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as a linear species (Figure 4A, vi). Indeed, there was a timedependent increase in linear species in unperturbed reactions,
but not in the p97i-treated condition (Figures 4B, red arrowheads, and 4C). As predicted (Figure 4A, vi), many of the linear
molecules contained ssDNA at one or both ends (Figure 4B).
Thus, whereas incisions take place on figure 8 molecules with
reversed forks, TLS occurs after restoration of the leading strand
to its original position.
XPF Cannot Incise an X-Shaped Structure
We asked whether XPF could also incise an X-shaped structure,
such as might exist prior to fork reversal (Figure 4A, top). As
shown previously (Abdullah et al., 2017), purified XPF-ERCC1
incised the leading strand template of ICL-containing DNA replication forks six nucleotides internal to the duplex DNA (Figure 4D,
lanes 3, 4, and 7), and replication protein A (RPA) suppressed the
inhibitory effect of a leading strand on this reaction (Figure 4D,
lanes 6 and 7). However, XPF exhibited no activity toward
X-shaped structures whether or not they contained one or two
leading strands and regardless of whether RPA was present (Figure 4D, lanes 8–19). Failure to incise was probably due to the
absence of duplex DNA adjacent to the ICL. This observation
is consistent with the idea that reversal of one fork promotes
ICL unhooking by XPF, because reversal re-establishes a stretch
of duplex DNA adjacent to the lesion.
AP-ICL Repair Does Not Involve Fork Reversal
We recently identified a second replication-coupled ICL repair
pathway in egg extracts that operates on AP (abasic)-ICLs and
psoralen ICLs (Semlow et al., 2016). In this pathway, the ICL is unhooked by the DNA glycosylase NEIL3 without formation of a DNA
double-strand break intermediate. As shown in Figures S3E and
S3F, plasmids undergoing AP-ICL repair showed no evidence of
fork reversal. The small number of reversed forks that may have
been detected during psoralen ICL repair (Le Breton et al., 2011)
probably reflects the small fraction of these lesions that are unhooked by the incision pathway (Semlow et al., 2016). Therefore,
fork reversal is specific to the incision pathway of ICL repair.
DISCUSSION
We report that, after two forks converge on a cisplatin ICL, one fork
undergoes reversal, leaving the ICL next to the non-reversed fork
(Figure S4, i–iii). Fork reversal requires fork convergence and the
p97 ATPase, strongly indicating it depends on dissociation of
CMG from chromatin. In the bacteriophage T4, fork reversal also
requires disassembly of the replicative helicase from the fork
(Manosas et al., 2012). Reversal does not depend on FANCIFANCD2, suggesting that it occurs independently of incisions.
We propose that incision of the non-reversed fork by XPF on the

50 side of the ICL creates an entry point for SNM1A to digest 50
to 30 past the ICL (Figure S4, v), effectively unhooking the crosslink.
Our model explains why neither incision is detected in XPFdepleted extracts (Klein Douwel et al., 2014). After unhooking,
the fork is restored by an unknown mechanism to allow TLS (Figure S4, vi and vii; see vi’–ix’ for a possible alternative pathway).
Whereas fork convergence is essential to unload CMG and allow
reversal, our evidence suggests that, after reversal of one fork, the
incision step is exerted on a ‘‘single fork’’ (Figure S4, iii–v, gray
box), as envisioned in earlier models (Deans and West, 2011; Niedernhofer et al., 2005; Thompson and Hinz, 2009). Whether the
first fork to lose CMG undergoes reversal or whether reversal of
one fork occurs stochastically after removal of both CMGs remains to be determined. Either way, we postulate that CMG
blocks reversal by preventing access of DNA-remodeling enzymes to the fork. Our data provide a concrete model of how replication fork reversal promotes DNA repair in a eukaryotic organism.
The following considerations are consistent with the idea that
fork reversal is required for ICL unhooking. First, given the high
efficiency of reversal (at least 58%) and incisions (73%), these
two events are likely part of the same pathway. Second, two manipulations that blocked fork reversal (LacR addition and p97i)
also inhibited ICL unhooking. Third, DNA incisions occurred preferentially in the context of figure 8 structures where one fork had
undergone reversal (Figure 4B). Fourth, purified XPF-ERCC1
was not able to cut an X-shaped structure, implying a need for
fork remodeling. Finally, we did not observe fork reversal during
AP-ICL repair (Figures S3E and S3F), which does not involve incisions. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude that fork reversal in our
system is a non-productive intermediate. To provide more definitive evidence for the role of reversal in ICL repair, it will be important to identify and neutralize the motor protein that promotes
reversal and examine the effect on repair.
In contrast to our observation that fork reversal at chemically
defined ICLs requires the convergence of two replisomes, other
studies show that single forks can undergo reversal (Neelsen and
Lopes, 2015; Ray Chaudhuri et al., 2012; Zellweger et al., 2015;
Kolinjivadi et al., 2017). Importantly, the agents used in these
studies lead to the formation of ssDNA at the fork, indicative of
helicase uncoupling. We therefore propose that, when CMG uncouples from the polymerase, fork reversal may not depend on
CMG unloading. In this case, reversal would ‘‘park’’ the CMG
in double-stranded DNA for possible re-activation when the
reversed fork is restored.
In mammalian cells, when a single fork encounters an ICL, it
can pass over the ICL and keep moving without unhooking the
lesion (Figure S4, ‘‘traverse’’; Huang et al., 2013). Traverse gives
rise to a structure that closely resembles the one generated after
fork convergence and CMG unloading (Figure S4, ii). We therefore propose that, after traverse, one fork undergoes the same

(C) Quantification of linear structures during ICL repair in a mock-treated or p97i-treated reaction. Error bars indicate the range in two independent experiments.
A time-dependent increase in linear species of similar magnitude was observed in two other experiments, but the data were not included in the quantification due
to different time points or slightly different conditions.
(D) A series of 30 -radiolabeled (red asterisks) splayed arm and X-shaped substrates containing or lacking nascent strands (dotted arrows) were incubated with
XPF-ERCC1 in the presence or absence of RPA for 60 min and the DNA analyzed by denaturing PAGE. M, radiolabeled marker oligonucleotides of indicated
structures and sizes. Blue arrow, approximate position of incision. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Figure S3D for details of model substrate
preparation.
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reversal process we observed after replication fork convergence. Our data suggest a unified model in which fork reversal
is a general prerequisite for unhooking of ICLs that cannot be
processed by the NEIL3 glycosylase pathway, whether they
are encountered by one or two forks.
In our EM data, the majority of regressed tails were largely single stranded (Figure 1B), suggesting that fork reversal promotes
resection. Furthermore, inhibition of CMG unloading caused a
defect in resection of nascent lagging strands (Figure 3E). An
attractive hypothesis is that fork reversal promotes resection of
the regressed tail during ICL repair. Fork-reversal-mediated
resection has been proposed in phage T4 and vertebrate
systems in response to fork stalling events with hydroxyurea or
aphidicolin (Long and Kreuzer, 2008; Thangavel et al., 2015;
Kolinjivadi et al., 2017; Taglialatela et al., 2017; Mijic et al.,
2017; Lemaçon et al., 2017). How reversal promotes resection
at an ICL is an interesting question for future investigation.
In summary, we propose a revised mechanism of ICL repair
that unifies previous single- and dual-fork models. In this view,
after fork convergence or traverse, reversal of one fork places
the ICL into the context of a single fork, which is the ideal substrate for unhooking.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
For details, see Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Xenopus Egg Extracts and DNA Replication
All experiments involving Xenopus laevis have been approved by the Harvard
Medical Area Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Xenopus egg extracts were prepared essentially as described (Lebofsky et al., 2009; Walter
et al., 1998). Replication of a plasmid containing a site-specific cisplatin interstrand (pICL) (Räschle et al., 2008; Knipscheer et al., 2009) and pICL with an
array of 48 Lac operator sequences (pICLLacO) (Zhang et al., 2015) have
been described previously.
Crosslinking of DNA and Sample Preparation for EM Analysis
pICL was licensed in high-speed supernatant (HSS), and replication was initiated after addition of nucleoplasmic extract (NPE). At the indicated times,
reactions were terminated in replication stop buffer III (see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures), and DNA was crosslinked with trimethylpsoralen
(TMP) (Sigma) and irradiation with UV light at 365 nM. Purified DNA was incubated with E. coli SSB protein followed by fixation of DNA-protein complexes
with 0.3% glutaraldehyde and further purified by size-exclusion chromatography using agarose beads. Eluted fractions enriched for DNA-protein complexes were collected and mounted on grids for EM analysis.
Quantification of DNA Intermediates
Grids were examined either directly in the electron microscope and molecules
were counted in order, as encountered, going across from top to bottom and
from one side to the other and back so as to include all DNA in the viewed area,
or they were imaged and subsequently analyzed. For quantification of figure 8,
late theta, and reversed forks shown in Figures 1C, 2C, and 2E, only pre-incision intermediates were considered. In all cases, at least 100 pre-incision
intermediates were counted. In Figures S1D and S1E, all DNA structures
were accounted for. For quantification of how many sigma structures resembled the structure depicted in Figure 4Av, the 90-min mock time points of both
repeats of the experiment shown in Figure 4C were examined.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures
and four figures and can be found with this article online at https://doi.org/
10.1016/j.celrep.2018.05.061.
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